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HOPE all of our readers will have seen the Tattersalls’ advert

for the Book 1 Bonus scheme, featuring Mark, on p.16 of this

Klarion. 

I first saw it last month in the Thoroughbred Daily News. “This

man....” reads the advert, “has trained 13 £25,000 October Book 1

Bonus winners. 12 were purchased for less than 150,000gns.”

Timed, as it was, at the outset of the yearling sales season, and just

when the catalogue for Book 1 of the Tattersalls October Yearling

Sale had become available online, it struck me that Mark could not

possibly have asked for any better publicity, short of having a link to

the yard’s own website (www.johnston.racing) embedded in the

advert.

You can’t have missed the publicity surrounding the BHA’s review

of bloodstock sales practices. The media has taken the opportunity of

shining a light on some of the more questionable habits and practices

of those involved in the bloodstock industry. While the BHA are to

be praised for endeavouring to make the sales arena more user

friendly, and for seeking a redrafting of the Code of Practice, there is

a short-term danger that by highlighting some of the more

unacceptable behaviours within the industry that potential owners

will be deterred from dipping their toe into the murky waters of the

bloodstock sales.

Mark has, for as long as I have known him, stood out from the

crowd among the training ranks by taking a proactive role in

selecting and purchasing yearlings on spec and thereafter selling

them on to owners, new and old, at cost and without charging

commission.

HE Tattersalls’ advert confirms what most of our readers have

known for a long time, that when it comes to securing value

for money at the sales, Mark is without equal. To secure 13 Book 1

Bonus winners is fantastic; to achieve 12 of those wins with horses

bought for less than 150,000gns at one of the world’s most

prestigious yearling sales is almost incredible.

If you are looking to venture into the bloodstock market for the

first time, let Mark be your guide.

Off the bridle
by JOHN SCANLON

I

UGE congratulations to jockey Joe Fanning. When

partnering Universal Gleam to success for old weighing-

room pal Keith Dalgleish at Redcar on August 24, Joe

became only the second ‘active’ jockey, after Frankie Dettori, to

secure 2,500 career wins. It’s a fantastic achievement, and one of

which he should be hugely proud.

Joe is currently on a streak of 11 successive centuries in consecutive

years dating back to 2009. Long may his winning run continue!

H
**********************************************************

N last month’s issue of the Klarion, I drew attention to

discrepancies between prize-money reported in race results

published in the Racing Post and the prize-money posted in the

online version of the paper some days later. I highlighted some

examples of results from Chester which had been characterised by a

reduction in the original prize-money amounts advertised in the Post

to new amounts some days later. I undertook to share the

explanation, if there was an explanation, in this column.

Since the article was published, I have been contacted by Richard

Thomas, chief executive of Chester Race Company, who pointed out

that his colleague, Andrew Morris, had attempted to contact me by

email.

I was also contacted by Richard Wayman, chief operating officer of

the BHA, who thanked me for highlighting an issue of which he was

not previously aware.

Andrew Morris confirmed that the difficulties arose from Chester’s

appearance money scheme. The course has committed to a policy

whereby every horse that runs at Chester receives a minimum of £500.

However, this is funded partly by payments from the total prize fund

(TPF) and partly from the appearance money fund. In short, while

the Racing Post includes the appearance money in their pre-race

figures, the official results include only the TPF part of the payment.

Richard Wayman confirmed that in the Programme Book and the

feed to the Racing Post, the total race value (TRV) includes

appearance money. He explained that this can vary in practice, so

that the TRV includes an estimate of what the appearance money is

going to be, which assumes that eight runners will feature in each

race.

Richard was at pains to point out that the difficulty is purely an

administrative one; all connections actually receive the full amount of

the appearance money as stated in the race conditions in the Racing

Post, despite what may be published in the official result.

I am happy to clear matters up; it will remain, however, a nightmare

to keep abreast of the changes occurring in the RP results online!

I
**********************************************************

LTHOUGH the result didn’t pan out as followers of

Johnston Racing would have liked, the £1m Ebor Handicap

was the perfect climax to an exceptional, and emotional,

Ebor Meeting.

As ever, York did a magnificent job in staging a fantastic festival.

I particularly applaud the innovation, entitled the Ebor Community

Fund initiative, under which York and race sponsors Sky Bet combined

to support local charities. Each of the 22 runners in the race was

affiliated to a local charity or good cause, nominated by members of the

public, with the organisation partnered with the winning horse

receiving £5,000 for a designated project.

First run in 1843, the Ebor has long been at the heart of the sporting

and social narrative of the great city of York. What a clever and fitting

way of strengthening the ties between the racecourse and the

community! 

Other racecourses, take note.

A
**********************************************************
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